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Over the past decades topology optimization has gained large interest in structural design since it allows
fast development of optimized complex geometries. These designs will often lead to superior properties
compared to classical human design. [1]
One of the main advantages of the topology optimization with respect to size or shape optimization is
the freedom of the optimizer to generate arbitrary topologies within a design domain. However a
disadvantage of this design freedom is the possibility of obtaining components which are infeasible to
manufacture using classical (low-cost) manufacturing processes. To overcome this difficulty we propose
to include manufacturing constraints in the optimization process. Specifically we optimize components
with the addition of extrusion constraints, as extrusion offers a particularly cost-effective production
scheme.
Although topology optimization was originally developed to optimize single components rather than full
system assemblies, several methods [2-5] have been proposed to account for the dynamic behaviour of
multibody systems. For instance Kang [4] proposed to use a weakly coupled approach, referred to as the
method of Equivalent Static Loads (ESL). This approach transforms the dynamic loads obtained from
the multibody simulation into a static optimization problem consisting of multiple load cases for a single
body. In this weakly coupled approach the optimizer does not explicitly take the multibody interaction
into account, but only re-evaluates the component loads from the multibody model after an full
optimization on the component.
For describing the multibody dynamics, we exploit the Dual Flexibility (DF) formulation [6] in this
work. As a result of its simple description for the dynamic equations of motion (linear equations of
motion with quadratic constraint equations), this approach leads to low computational loads and thus
allows a fast evaluation of the dynamic multibody simulation. This formulation is then exploited to
extract the ESL for a component topology optimization including the extrusion constraints.
The proposed weakly coupled multibody based optimization with extrusion constraints is validated
numerically. In particular we look at a design problem which concerns the optimization of the weight of
a robot arm. This application is interesting since the flexibility of the whole system is considered. The
examples are meshed with 3D elements to demonstrate the general applicability of the method for
problems with a high number of degrees of freedom.
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